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Overview 
Overview  
This workshop was developed and delivered by Julie Timmermans, Instructional Developer with 
the Centre for Teaching Excellence, and Gordon Stubley, Associate Dean, Engineering 
Teaching. The session was developed to help participants to: 

• recognize that course content can be selected and organized to focus on learning 
rather than teaching; 

• recognize that certain concepts within a course/program are more important than 
others and worthy of greater attention; 

• identify a transformational concept in your course or program; 
• and gain awareness of the research on "Threshold Concepts" and "Decoding the 

Disciplines" which can inform this work. 

   
Gordon Stubley and Julie Timmermans 
Gordon began the session by addressing the defining characteristics of a threshold concept: 

• transformative 
• irreversible 
• integrative 
• potentially troublesome 
• bounded 
• discursive, reconstitutive, liminal 

He gave an example of a threshold bottleneck from his own fluid dynamics course: pressure – 
flow. Participants were then asked to independently complete a worksheet activity to identify a 
possible threshold concept in their own courses. 
 
Julie explained the seven-step Decoding the Disciplines cycle, drawing connections between it 
and the course design process. She discussed an interview process wherein an expert could be 
guided to make explicit the knowledge required to grasp expert-level concepts.  
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https://sharepoint.uwaterloo.ca/sites/Engineering-Teaching/Community/SiteAssets/SitePages/Category/EngineeringTeachingEvent_Oct26_GDS_JT_4Page.pdf
https://sharepoint.uwaterloo.ca/sites/Engineering-Teaching/Community/Shared%20Documents/Handout_1.pdf


 
With the assistance of Samar Mohammad, the interview method was modelled. Participants 
then broke into pairs and practised the interview method with a partner. 
 

 

 



 
Session participants left with a better understanding of at least one threshold concept in their 
own course/program. 
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Other Related Links 
• Decoding the Disciplines: Interview Technique  
• Disciplinary Threshold Concepts Project: Physics and Law 
• Pace and Shopkow: Decoding the Disciplines Presentation from OND 2013 
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